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Abstract
Skateboarding is one of the most popular extreme sports of today. The basic mathematical
model, describing the motion of a skateboard with the rider has been proposed by M. Hub-
bard [1,2]. Recently this model has been developed by A.S. Kuleshov and his co-authors [3-5].
However all these studies don’t take into account the rider control of the skateboard i.e. the con-
sidered model of the skateboard is incontrollable. The ﬁrst attempt to introduce the control into
this system was made in the paper [2]. This work remains apparently unique study devoted to
the skateboard control.
In our presentation we discuss various schemes for the control of a skateboard. Obviously it
is possible to use the simple feedback control for stabilization of the skateboard with the rider
as in [2]. At the same time it is clear that essentially all the degrees of freedom of the system
experience hard servo-control on the part of the rider. Therefore we propose the method of
control of a skateboard with the help of servo-constraints. The basic ideas on the mechanical
systems with servo-constraints have been formulated by H. Beghin [6] and developed by Yu.F.
Golubev [7]. In our investigation we essentially used the theory treated in these papers.
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1. Elements of the General Theory.
In this paragraph we brieﬂy discuss the general theory of mechanical systems with servo-
constraints. Let x1, x2, . . . , xn be the generalized coordinates of mechanical system, T - its kinetic
energy, F1, F2, . . . , Fn are generalized forces. If this system is free (i.e. coordinates x1, x2, . . . , xn
and velocities x˙1, x˙2, . . . , x˙n don’t connect by any nontrivial relation), then equations of motion
of such a system can be written as follows:
[T ]i = Fi, [T ]i =
d
dt
(
∂T
∂x˙i
)
− ∂T
∂xi
. (1)
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If there is an additional constraint Φ (x1, . . . , xn, x˙1, . . . , x˙n, t) = 0 (usually this constraint is
linear with respect to x˙i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n), then equations (1) can be rewritten in more general
form:
[T ]i = Fi + λ
∂Φ
∂x˙i
, Φ = 0, (2)
where λ is an unknown multiplier. Let ∂Φ/∂x˙ ÿ 0. In this case it is possible to express λ as a
function of x˙i, xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n and t.
Equations (2) are equivalent to the DAlembert Lagrange principle
n∑
i=1
([T ]i − Fi) δxi = 0,Φ = 0, (3)
where the virtual displacements δxi, i = 1, 2 . . . , n are satisﬁed to the equation:
n∑
i=1
∂Φ
∂x˙i
δxi = 0.
Many authors discussing the basic principles of dynamics of mechanical systems with con-
straints consider the DAlembert Lagrange principle as an axiom. However it can be possible
to use another way of studying the mechanical systems with constraints, when the DAlembert
Lagrange principle is proved using the axiom of an ideal constraints and the principle of elimi-
nating the constraints. This principle states, that the system can be considered as free if we add
the reactions of the constraints:
Ri = [T ]i − Fi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (5)
to the external forces. The axiom of the ideal constraints states that
n∑
i=1
Riδxi = 0. (6)
Equations (5)-(6) together with the equation Φ = 0 are equivalent to (3). But equation (3)
cannot deﬁne the motion of the system explicitly without the deﬁnition of virtual displacements
(4). Therefore it should be accept equation (4) as an axiom and consider it together with the
D’Alembert - Lagrange principle. Below we will show that the dynamics of mechanical systems
with servo-constraints essentially depends on the physical realization of servo-constraints.
Let us consider a free mechanical system and formulate for this system the following prob-
lem: with the help of a given controlling forces λM, M = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn) it is need to realize
the motion of the system such that the given constraint Φ (x˙1, . . . , x˙n, x1, . . . , xn, t) = 0 holds.
Here λ is an unknown function of time and M is a resulting vector of controlling forces. This
problem is reduced to solving the following system of equations:
[T ]i = Fi + λMi Φ = 0, (7)
We diﬀerentiate equation Φ = 0 with respect to time t:
n∑
i=1
∂Φ
∂x˙i
x¨i = ϕ. (8)
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Here ϕ is the known function of x˙i, xi and t. Introducing the following notation
A =
(
∂2T
∂xi∂x j
)
,
∂Φ
∂x˙
=
(
∂Φ
∂x˙1
, . . . ,
∂Φ
∂x˙n
)
we will get from (7) and (8):
λ
(
A−1M · ∂Φ
∂x˙
)
= g
with the known right-hand part g.
Thus, the condition of realization of the constraint with the help of generalized forces is
reduced to the inequality:
λ
(
A−1M · ∂Φ
∂x˙
)
ÿ 0. (9)
Note that this condition holds if M = ∂Φ/∂x˙ and ∂Φ/∂x˙ ÿ 0.
Equations of motion (7) of a considered system with servo-constraint Φ = 0 can be repre-
sented in the form of the D’Alembert - Lagrange principle if we take another equation for the
virtual displacements:
n∑
i=1
Miδxi = 0.
In this case the principle of eliminating the constraints and the axiom of an ideal constraints
are valid (reaction Ri of the constraint Φ = 0 is equal λMi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n). Therefore choosing
the diﬀerent realizations of the same constraint we will get diﬀerent deﬁnitions for the virtual
displacements and ﬁnally diﬀerent equations of motion of the system.
The same ideas can be used in a case when the equations of motion of a mechanical system
are written in the Gibbs - Appell form. The D’Alembert - Lagrange principle is transformed to
the form:
n∑
i=1
(
∂S
∂π¨i
− Πi
)
δπi = 0, (10)
where πi are pseudocoordinates of the system, S – its energy of accelerations. The deﬁnition for
δπi will have the form:
n∑
i=1
∂Φ
∂π˙i
δπi = 0.
Using (10) and (11) we can write equations of motion of mechanical system with servo-
constraint in terms of pseudocoordinates and pseudovelocities.
2. The Skateboard Example.
In this paragraph we consider the problem of stabilization of a straight-line motion of a skate-
board with a vertically situated rider. We take the mathematical model of this system originally
propose by Hubbard [1,2].
The typical skateboard consists of three components: the board, a set of two trucks and four
wheels (Fig. 1). The board is generally from 78 to 83 cm long, 17 to 21 cm wide and 1 to 2 cm
thick.
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Figure 1: Skateboard Side View.
The distinctive components of the skateboard which allow it to be steered are the trucks which
connect the axles to the board. Angular motion of both the front and rear axles is constrained
to be about their respective nonhorizontal pivot axis thus causing a steering angle of the wheels
whenever the axles are not parallel to the plane of the board.
In addition there is a torsional spring which exerts a restoring torque between the wheelset
and the board proportional to the tilt γ of the board relative to the wheelset. Let us denote the
corresponding stiﬀness coeﬃcient by k1.
We assume that the skateboard is completely symmetric and the rider stands at the center of
the board. The rider, modeled as a rigid body, remains ﬁxed and perpendicular with respect to
the board during all times of the motion. Hence if the board tilts through γ, the rider tilts through
the same vector relative to the vertical.
Figure 2: Top and Rear View of Skateboard.
Let us introduce an inertial coordinate frame OXYZ in the ground plane. The origin O of this
system is at any point of the ground plane and the OZ - axis is directed perpendicularly to the
ground plane. Let AB = a be the distance between the two axle centers A and B of a skateboard.
The position of line AB with respect to OXYZ frame is deﬁned by X and Y coordinates of its
center G and by the angle θ between this line and the OX - axis.
Suppose that the board of a skateboard is located a distance h above the line AB. The length
of the board is also equals to a and the board’s center of mass C is located at its center. Let both
the pivot axes makes the same angle λ with the horizontal.
Since a tilt angle γ of the board generates a positive front steering angle β and a negative
rear steering angle of the same value β therefore point G has zero lateral velocity and hence only
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Figure 3: Coordinate System.
forward speed u. It can be shown that:
u = −aθ˙ cos β
2 sin β
, θ˙ = −2u sin β
a cos β
.
Using the theory of ﬁnite rotations we get the following relation between the steering angles
and the tilt of the board γ:
tan β = tan λ sin γ.
The detailed explanation on how to obtain this formula contains in [4, 5].
Concerning the rider we suppose that he stands at the center of the board. The rider’s center
of mass is located a distance l above the line AB. Let mb be the mass of the board, mr is the mass
of the rider, Ibx, Iby, Ibz are the board moments of inertia and Irx, Iry, Irz are the rider moments of
inertia.
Choosing the values u and γ˙ as pseudovelocities for this system we can write the D’Alembert-
Lagrange principle in the form:
∂S
∂u˙
δu +
(
∂S
∂γ¨
+
∂V
∂γ
)
δγ = 0.
Here S is the energy of accelerations of this system:
S =
1
2
((
A1 + (C1 − 2B1) sin2 γ + D1 sin4 γ
))
u˙2 +
E1
2
γ¨2+
+
(
C1 − 3B1 + 3D1 sin2 γ
)
u˙uγ˙ sin γ cos γ +
(
B1 − D1 sin2 γ
)
u2γ¨ sin γ cos γ.
and V - its potential energy:
V =
k1γ2
2
+ mbgh cos γ + mrgl cos γ.
The coeﬃcients A1, B1, . . ., E1 depend on parameters of the system:
A1 = mb + mr, B1 =
2 tan λ
a
(mbh + mrl) , C1 =
4Iz
a2
tan2 λ
D1 =
4 tan2 λ
a2
(
Iy + mbh
2 + mrl
2 − Iz
)
, E1 = Ix + mbh
2 + mrl
2.
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We suppose that the system is subjected to the following servo-constraint:(
B1 − D1 sin2 γ
)
u2 sin γ cos γ − (mbh + mrl) g sin γ = 0. (12)
Condition (12) means that the resulting force acting on the system (this force is a sum of the
centrifugal force and the gravity force) passing through the line AB. Therefore this force doesn’t
create the moment in projection onto AB. In other words we assume that the rider moves his
body so that the condition (12) is valid during all time of the motion.
Let us consider the case when servo-constraint (12) is an ideal servo-constraint. Then the
virtual displacements are determined by the following equation:
∂Φ
∂u
δu +
∂Φ
∂γ˙
δγ = 0, i.e. 2
(
B1 − D1 sin2 γ
)
u sin γ cos γδu = 0.
Hence we have for the virtual displacements the equation δu. Taking into account this equa-
tion we get the following equation for γ:
γ¨ + k1γ = 0.
Thus in this case we have the oscillating behaviour for γ. Therefore it is possible to stabi-
lize the straight-line motion of a skateboard using servo-control. The rider should provide the
condition (12) to stabilize the motion.
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